
Hannah Keeley is a bestselling author, entrepreneur, and master life coach. She is considered
America’s #1 Mom Coach and has been featured on Today show, Good Morning America, Fox and
Friends, 700 Club, the Wall Street Journal, and more. She has built several multi-million dollar
businesses and even made it to the Forbes 5000 Fastest Growing Businesses in America.

Hannah is also a highly sought-after speaker, presenting for companies while also appearing in
prominent churches around the world.

As a homeschooling mom of seven, Hannah was deep in debt, surrounded by clutter, and
riddled with depression and anxiety. As a previous behavioral therapist, she had to be her first client.
She discovered powerful psychological principles and fueled them with her faith in God to create
significant and sustainable transformation in her life. This led to her developing the only global online
university for moms—Mom Mastery University. Following that, she created Covenant Coach
Academy, the most robust faith-based training platform for life coaches.

Hannah also has a weekly show—the Hannah Keeley Show, where she walks viewers and
listeners through strategies to create lives that are blessed like crazy!

Hannah is the author of Crazy Blessed: 9 Steps to a Not-So-Normal Life, Mom Fog: 8 Steps to
Overcoming Mom Fatigue Syndrome, and—coming in the fall of ‘23—Royal Family: Building a Family
with the Faith of Abraham, the Wealth of Solomon, and the Love of Jesus.
Hannah is a graduate of Furman University, a board-certified life coach, and lives in Richmond, VA
with her amazing husband, two dogs, and any kids that happen to be home at the time.

PSYCHOLOGY + SPIRITUALITY = TRANSFORMATION

A great fit for events and services focused on:

 • Faith development
 • Strategic motivation
 • Leadership
 • Business building
 • Company culture



PSYCHOLOGY + SPIRITUALITY = TRANSFORMATION

THE PROBLEM THE SOLUTION

Our society today has is more at risk
to falling victim to their feelings than
ever before. In a world that is
screaming at you to follow your heart,
do what you feel, and succumb to
your feelings... We are called to so
much more.

We are instructed as believers to
take thoughts captive. But how do
we actually accomplish that?
Hannah lays out a fail-proof plan
on how to take authority over your
thoughts and leverage them to
create the life you desire.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

· Learn how to take your thoughts from the
unconscious to the conscious.

· Develop emotional resiliency so you are not
mastered by your feelings.

· Implement key strategies to turn your
thoughts toward the most favorable outcome.

"HOLD THAT THOUGHT"

Hannah Keeley has helped countless women to rise up and become the true super
heroes of today. God has called us to be impactful and resourceful and to use our

God given creativity to transform the world around us.  I encourage everyone to lock
into the wisdom she has discovered. Get wisdom. Hear destiny. Rise up. It’s the

Crazy Blessed way!

KELLIE COPELAND - PASTOR, AUTHOR, & TV SHOW HOST



PSYCHOLOGY + SPIRITUALITY = TRANSFORMATION

THE PROBLEM THE SOLUTION

So many believers fall into the trap of
survival. They romanticize the
thought that being humble also
means staying in poverty, depression,
and stress. Survival mode. As
children of God, we are royalty. So
shouldn't we start living like it? God
wants us to THRIVE!

Ephesians 3:20 tells us we can live
an “exceedingly, abundantly
beyond” kind of life. If that’s true,
then why are so many people
surviving rather than thriving?
Hannah reveals the essential
steps to discover what is available
for you and how to take
possession of it.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

· Discover your “birthright for abundance”
that is available to you.

· Learn how to leverage your thoughts so you
can operate in power and authority.

· Leverage the 3-step system to exceed
expectations and make the impossible,
possible..

"BLESSED LIKE CRAZY"

If your feeling stuck, if you want to get free, Hannah Keeley is your person. She will
motivate you to take steps and move you towards creating the life you deserved. If
you want to live the crazy blessed life Hannah Keeley has the tools you need to get

you there.

REAL TALK KIM - PASTOR, AUTHOR, MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER



PSYCHOLOGY + SPIRITUALITY = TRANSFORMATION

THE PROBLEM THE SOLUTION

When did we stop having fun? When
did life become one big 9-5 hustle?
Life is too precious to live the
HUSTLE lifestyle. It's time to
Introduce more HAPPY to our
routines. Achieving more by doing
less is the dream. And to some, a
fantasy. But you can achieve it!

Our culture believes you have to
hustle and grind to achieve
success. If that were true, then
why are most people sleeping
less, working harder, and still not
getting ahead? Hannah reveals a
hidden strategy to achieve more
by doing less.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

· Understand the fail-proof method to
overcome anxiety—for good!

· Learn how to do the “energy exchange” so
you can get more done in less time.

· Release your need to apply effort and allow
God to open the best doors for you.

"MORE HAPPY, LESS HUSTLE"

Hannah is your secret weapon. She’s proof that you can overcome and live a
thriving, abundant life that glorifies God. Hannah is wild, fun, creative, and bold.

But more than that she cares about helping you and seeing you win. She gets to the
real heart of the matter. She drills down to what is really happening. But she does it

and such a soft, reassuring, and coaching way… 

TERRI  SAVELLE FOY - AUTHOR, MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER


